Abstract. In 2003, the author suggested a mathematical framework for the derivation of reduced meteorological models at a Mathematics conference (5th ICIAM, Sydney, Australia), (Klein, 2004) . The framework consists of (i) nondimensionalization of the 3-D compressible flow equations on the rotating sphere, (ii) identification of universal nondimensional parameters, (iii) distinguished limits between these and additional problem-specific parameters, and (iv) multiple scales expansions in the remaining small parameter ǫ. This parameter may be interpreted as the cubic root of the centripetal acceleration due to the Earth's rotation divided by the acceleration of gravity, see also Keller (1951), Eq. (10). For the mojority of reduced models of theoretical meteorology that we have come across, the approach allowed us to generate systematic derivations starting directly from the 3-D compressible flow equations on the rotating sphere. The framework's potential fully shows in multiscale interaction studies such as Klein (2006) , in which we incorporated bulk microphysics closures for moist processes and derived scale interaction models for deep convection. Currently, we study the structure, evolution, and motion of Hurricane strength H1/H2 vortices (Mikusky, 2007) , large-scale stratocumulus cloud decks, and planetary-synoptic scale interaction models which should be relevant for Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs). Here we summarize the general framework and use the example of quasi-geostrophic theory to demonstrate its application.
Introduction
One important aim of theoretical meteorology is the development of simplified model equations that selectively describe some specific phenomena out of the large variety of scaledependent processes observed in atmospheric flows. The common practice of meteorological scale analysis proceeds as follows:
One first identifies a basic equation system that is considered adequate to represent all the processes in detail that are participating in the phenomenon of interest. Depending on the application at hand, this basic system could be the full compressible flow equations, an anelastic or incompressible Boussinesq system, or the hydrostatic primitive equations. Next one assesses from observations or simulations typical length and time scales, and often also typical amplitudes of variations of the flow variables associated with the phenomenon of interest. Using the chosen lengths, times, and amplitudes in scaling all terms in the basic equation system, one then decides which terms will dominate others, i.e., which terms may be neglected w.r.t. others in a reduced model. Often, these three steps do not yield a closed set of equations, and in this case advanced mathematical analysis of, e.g., higher-order perturbation equations is necessary in order to close the system.
While this procedure has proven extremely useful, it has, in the author's view, two considerable disadvantages. First, one arrives at a reduced model through a combination of physical and mathematical arguments, the corroboration of which generally requires advanced meteorological expertise and physical intuition besides mathematical skills. This is unsatisfactory in the context of teaching, where one would like to build the theories of meteorology systematically from a common baseline, which most will agree should be the set of compressible flow equations on a rotating sphere. T | eq p ∼ 50 K Dry gas constant R = 287 ms −2 /K Dry isentropic exponent γ = 1.4
Second, there is a wide range of modern applied mathematics techniques for multiscale analysis, stochastics, and scientific computing whose potential for advances in meteorological modelling is only beginning to be explored today. A mathematically transparent roadmap showing how existing reduced models of theoretical meteorology relate to the full compressible flow equations would support attempts at building related interdisciplinary bridges -its absence will likely hamper progress in this direction.
The present paper summarizes the author's current understanding of what such a roadmap could look like. The general approach was proposed in (Klein, 2004) and it has led to or been an important part of several recent new developments, see Majda and Klein (2003) ; Klein et al. (2004) ; Majda and Biello (2004) ; Mikusky et al. (2005) ; Biello and Majda (2006) ; Klein and Majda (2006) ; Majda (2007a,b) ; Mikusky (2007) , and references therein.
Notably, Keller and Ting (1951) already anticipated the foundations of the present approach in an internal report of the Institute for Mathematics and Mechanics of New York University (today's Courant Institute).
The interested reader may also want to consult Zeytounian (1990) and the rich collection of references therein which provide detailed derivations of reduced models for a wide range of atmospheric flows using methods of singular perturbation analysis. The present work has been greatly stimulated by this volume.
Before getting involved with the essence of this paper, we should be quite explicit about its scope and limitations. The multiple scales asymptotics approach proposed here does allow us to reproduce very systematically a wide range of well-known meteorological model equations, and it paves the way for an equally systematic study of scale interactions. Once a flow regime of interest has been identified using physical arguments and intuition, the present approach carves out its mathematical essence and strips the derivation of appropriate reduced model equations of the overhead of physical argumentation. It does not work the other way round, however: there are infinitely many asymptotic expansion schemes which will yield reduced equations that are meaningless in the sense that they do not describe any phenomenon that one will ever observe in the Earth's atmosphere. As Pedlosky (1987) put it in the preface to the first edition of Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, "The union of physical and intuitive reasoning with mathematical analysis forms the central theme". The present work is an attempt to add further clarity on the mathematical side of this coin.
Section 2 will explicitly demonstrate that there are a few universal dimensionless parameters characterizing atmospheric flows that are independent of any specific flow phenomenon. Two of these parameters are small and motivate asymptotic analyses. We will emphasize the importance of distinguished limits, propose a universal one applicable to atmospheric flows, and then introduce the general multiplescales asymptotic expansion scheme that is the centerpiece of our approach. Section 3 provides a re-derivation of the quasi-geostrophic theory as a showcase. We end with a few conclusions.
Universal parameters, distinguished limits, and nondimensionalization
Here we summarize the basic scaling arguments that justify a unified approach to the derivation of reduced models for atmospheric flows based on multiple scales asymptotic techniques. To elucidate our main points, we restrict the discussion here to inviscid compressible flows on a rotating sphere. Diabatic effects, such as radiation, water phase transitions, or turbulent transport will be represented as lumped terms in the governing equations to be specified later. Extensions of the framework to include moist processes have been developed recently by Klein and Majda (2006) . The mean sea level pressure p ref is set by the requirement that it balance the weight of a vertical column of air. Thus, it is directly given by the total mass of the atmosphere which, to a very good approximation, is evenly distributed over the sphere. A reference temperature T ref is set roughly by the global radiation balance which, even without greenhouse gases, would render the mean near-surface air temperature near 250 K. The actual value in Table 1 is the freezing temperature of water under standard conditions, i.e., T ref ∼273 K, which is about midway between the observed maximal and minimal near-surface air temperatures. The pole-to-equator air temperature difference near the surface, T | eq p , is a consequence of the latitudinal variation of the sun's irradiation and meridional transport processes due to atmospheric motions. The order of magnitude of this temperature difference may be considered long-term stable and is used as a reference quantity here. The dry air gas constant, R, and isentropic exponent, γ , as thermodynamic properties of air are also universally characteristic for atmospheric flows, because their variations due to admixtures of water vapor, trace gases, and the like are no larger than a few percent in general.
Universal parameters and distinguished limits
Based on these eight basic reference quantities, four independent dimensionless combinations can be composed. To define combinations with intuitive interpretations, we introduce as auxiliary quantities the pressure scale height, h sc , the characteristic speed c ref of barotropic gravity waves, and a reference density, ̺ ref , via
Then we let
The interpretations of 1 and 2 should be obvious, while the parameter 3 compares a typical barotropic, i.e., external gravity wave speed with the tangential speed of points on the equator as induced by Earth's rotation. 
Remark

(1).
The parameter 1 is definitely quite small. 2 is not extremely small, yet, many successful developments in theoretical meteorology have relied on scale analysis (asymptotics) in terms of, e.g., Rossby numbers or internal wave Froude numbers with values in a similar range. Finally, for 3 one may argue that, even though it is less than unity, one may be hard pressed to consider it "asymptotically small." Deviating somewhat from our earlier work cited above, we will consider 3 ≪1 in the present notes.
There is little hope for success with asymptotic expansions that would allow 1 , 2 , and 3 to vary independently in a limit process: even for the simple example of a linear oscillator with small mass and small damping such an expansion in two independent parameters does not to exist!
Remark: If it would, the limit of vanishing mass and damping would be unique. Yet, if one lets the mass vanish much faster than the damping, the resulting motion is non-oscillatory and purely damped. If, in turn, the damping vanishes sufficiently much faster than the mass, then the limit solution is highly oscillatory with slow decay of the oscillation amplitude.
Thus, for the present parameters, we need to adopt a distinguished (or coupled) limit, and we investigate the following scaling relationships below,
These limits are compatible with the estimates in Eq. (2) for actual values of ε∼1/8. . .1/6. We will adopt ε as the reference expansion parameter for asymptotic analyses below. Any additional small or large non-dimensional parameter that may be associated with singular perturbations in the governing equations is subsequently tied to ε through suitable further distinguished limits.
Remark: Keller and Ting (1951) (Pedlosky, 1987) , see also Sect. 3. 
Remark: In contrast to Eq. (3), in the present author's earlier work the scaling 3 =O(1) was adopted. A slightly modified limit regime is introduced here because it appears to unify our current developments of planetary balanced models with Pedlosky's derivations of the quasi-geostrophic theory in
Nondimensionalization and multiple scales expansions
For the Froude number based on the internal gravity wave
Here we took into account that the potential temperature difference across the troposphere roughly matches the pole-toequator temperature difference, so that
The Rossby number based on the pressure scale height, h sc , reads
The internal Rossby radius, L, is defined as the characteristic length that an internal gravity wave would travel during the Earth's rotation time, i.e., L ∼ c int / . The associated Rossby number scales as
Analogously, the Oboukhov (or external Rossby) radius, L Ob , scales as
and it comes with the Oboukhov-scale (or external) Rossby number
Notice also that
Thus, with the present distinguished limits for 1 , 2 , 3 , and ε the Oboukhov (or external Rossby) radius is asymptotically bracketed by the internal Rossby radius, L, and the planetary scale, a, from below and above, respectively (see also Pedlosky, 1987, Eq. 6.5.23f ).
Space and time scalings
As we are interested in multiple scales problems and will consistently account for different characteristic lengths of specific phenomena in our analyses through appropriate coordinate scalings, the particular choice of reference length and time scales for non-dimensionalization should not make any difference in the end. We opt here to use, h sc , i.e., the smallest length scale that suggests itself just from the fundamental parameters in Table 1 via Eq. (1), to nondimensionalize all lengths. The associated advection time serves as a reference time. Thus,
2.3 Scaled governing equations and general multiple scales expansion scheme
With these scalings, the nondimensional governing equations in the rotating Earth system may be written as
where
is the dimensionless potential temperature, with p, ρ the pressure and density, respectively, v is the horizontal and w the vertical velocity, is the vector of Earth's rotation, and, due to the chosen nondimensionalization, the term −1/ε 3 in the vertical momentum balance denotes the influence of gravity. The terms Q v , Q p , and Q represent additional effects which in a concrete application may stem from turbulence closures or similar models for the net influence of non-resolved scales. Also,
is the time derivative along particle trajectories. Klein (2004) suggested to consider the small parameter ε as introduced above as the general singular asymptotic expansion parameter for theoretical developments in meteorology (although adopting a slightly different distinguished limit for 3 from Eq. (2). To this end, the solution vector U=(p, , v , w) t is expanded in powers of ε (or some fractional power thereof), and all expansion functions are allowed to depend on a collection of space-time coordinates that are scaled again by powers of ε. The most straightforward version of such a scheme reads
In practical applications it might be necessary to work with fractional powers of ε for the scaling of the coordinates, or more general asymptotic sequences, φ (i) (ε), (see, e.g., Majda and Klein, 2003; Mikusky et al., 2005; Mikusky, 2007) . In a number of publications, we have demonstrated that a wide range of known simplified model equations of theoretical meteorology can be rederived in a unified fashion starting from the full compressible flow equations in (14) and suitable specializations of the multi-scale ansatz in Eq. (17). To derive a typical existing model, one would retain one scaled time, one scaled vertical coordinate, and one pair of scaled horizontal coordinates, respectively. The successful re-derivation of an established reduced model for some specific class of phenomena may then be considered as a "validation" of the general approach. We will demonstrate the formal procedures in the next chapter. Successful examples in question are the re-derivations of anelastic models and the weak temperature gradient approximation for convective scale motions in (Botta et al., 1999 (Botta et al., , 2000 Klein, 2000) ; the Matsuno-Gill model for synoptic-scale flows in the tropics and the equations for the planetary tropical wave guide in (Majda and Klein, 2003) ; the semi-geostrophic theory in (Klein, 2004) , Ekman boundary layer theory in , and of Eliassen's balanced vortex model in (Mikusky et al., 2005; Mikusky, 2007) .
Notice that most of the references cited go beyond the mentioned re-derivations of existing models to consider interactions across multiple scales or related issues in the design of numerical methods. See also Majda and Biello (2004) ; Biello and Majda (2006) ; Klein and Majda (2006) ; Majda (2007a) for further advanced developments. Figure 1 summarizes the range of length and time scales that can be accessed by coordinate scalings in terms of powers of the universal asymptotic expansion parameter, ε, from Eq. (3). Three diagonals of this scaling grid can be identified with advective (principal diagonal), internal wave (first subdiagonal), and acoustic wave motions (second sub-diagonal). 
Remark: The particular choice of a reference velocity in Eq. (4) does in no way restrict our degrees of freedom in
Derivation of the quasi-geostrophic (QG) theory
Here we employ our general asymptotics-based approach from the previous section to rederive the classical quasigeostrophic model (see, e.g., Pedlosky, 1987) . To provide a largely self-contained derivation we will re-iterate several findings already formulated in the last section.
Asymptotic expansion scheme
For the derivation of this theory, we will take the dimensionless form of the compressible flow equations from Eq. (14) as our point of departure. For simplicity of the exposition we assume adiabatic flow, dropping the various source terms here. The quasi-geostrophic theory is designed to address flows on length scales comparable to the internal Rossby radius, and on time scales corresponding to horizontal advection across such distances. How can we access these length and time scales within our multiple scales asymptotic scheme?
The internal Rossby radius is defined as the distance which an internal gravity wave would travel during a characteristic Earth rotation time. This is equivalent to requiring
where is the so-called Brunt-Väisälä or buoyancy frequency, and
is a typical travelling speed of internal gravity waves. The reader may want to consult the established literature for corroboration.
Remark: Here and below, primes denote dimensional variables!
Remark: Another interpretation of the internal Rossby radius considers it the characteristic distance which an internal gravity wave would have to travel to become affected by the Coriolis effect.
Non-dimensionalizing L Ro by our reference length, ℓ ref =h sc , and using the above we find
Here we have used the scalings of our fundamental parameters from Table 1 as discussed in Eq. (1)- (3), and the (well established) observation that the equator-to-pole temperature differences are comparable to the vertical potential temperature variations across the troposphere, so that
With the estimate in Eq. (22), if we want to describe horizontal variations on scales comparable to L Ro , we should use the dimensionless horizontal coordinate
We will be interested here in phenomena associated with advection over distances of L Ro , so we will use the time variable
Finally, in order to study phenomena which occupy the full depth of the troposphere, we will use a vertical coordinate non-dimensionalized by the pressure scale height, h sc , i.e., we use our original dimensionless coordinate
These scalings are summarized in Fig. 2 . Our asymptotic expansion scheme for the solution written in terms of non-dimensional variables will thus read
This is the announced specialization of the general multiple scales expansion scheme in Eq. (17) adapted to resolve advection phenomena on the length scale of the internal Rossby radius.
Some preliminaries
When inserting this expansion into the governing equations in Eq. (14) (without the source terms) we will have to account for the following transformation rules for the partial derivatives,
Here the subscripts indicate which variables are to be held constant when carrying out the partial differentiations. We also anticipate the following properties of the background stratification of the atmosphere in order to save us some tedious calculations: 
Expansions of the governing equations
The next steps are standard procedure. We insert the expansion scheme, collect like powers of ε, and separately equate the sum of these terms to zero, so as to create the usual hierarchy of perturbation equations.
Mass conservation
Expanding the mass conservation law, Eq. (14 3 ), we find
In writing down the terms of O(ε) we have already neglected
Horizontal momentum balance
Splitting the Coriolis term
Before expanding the momentum balances, we need to explicitly split the Coriolis term into its horizontal and vertical components, viz.
We will need the vertical component of (see Fig. 3 ), which we expand as Here we have taken into account that ϑ is the arclength along a longitudinal circle divided by the radius of the reference sphere, a, introduced deviations from a reference latitude, so that ϑ=ϑ 0 +y ′ /a, and recalled that h sc /a=ε 3 and ξ 2 =ε 2 y ′ / h sc . The rest is Taylor expansion of the sine function about the reference latitude.
Since w (i) ≡0 for i∈{0, 1, 2}, we also know that w ×k=O(ε), i.e., it is "little-oh" of ε and thus vanishing faster than ε as ε→0. In summary, we find
Expansion of the horizontal momentum balance
The horizontal momentum balance, written in terms of the new variables, (τ, ξ , z), reads
Using w (i) ≡0 for i∈{0, 1, 2}, and that p (0) ≡p 0 (z) and p (1) ≡p 1 (z), we may move on to the equation at O ε −1 where we find the geostrophic balance,
i.e., the balance of the horizontal Coriolis and pressure gradient forces. Geostrophic balance implies that, at leading order, the horizontal flow direction is perpendicular to the horizontal pressure gradient. We verify for later purposes that 
Vertical momentum balance
From the vertical momentum balance we obtain at orders ε −5 to ε −2
Expanding the defining equation for the potential temperature, i.e., ̺ =p
we obtain from Eq. (38)
with exact solution
In a similar way one solves the first order equation explicitly for given 1 (z). The details are not essential for the sequel, and the calculations are straightforward.
Evolution of the potential temperature
The first non-trivial asymptotic equation is extracted from the potential temperature transport equation at O ε 4 , and it reads
Remark: Suppose the vertical velocity was expanded as w=ε 2 w (2) +ε 3 w (3) +.... Then potential temperature transport equation at O ε 3 would read
which corroborates the expansion scheme adopted in Eq. (30) above. Similar arguments can be made for expansions involving even larger vertical velocities.
Summary of the leading-order balances
Using the expansion scheme in Eq. (30), we have found first that the background state is in hydrostatic balance, i.e., dp i dz
These equations can be integrated directly using Eq. (39) with p 0 (0)=1, p 1 (0)=0, and for given distribution 1 (z) of the first-order potential temperature. The remaining primary unknowns for description of the flow field are then
where π (2) =p (2) /̺ 0 , and they satisfy the following balance and transport equations:
Hydrostatic Balance
Geostrophic Balance
If it were not for the appearance of the first-order divergence, ∇ ξ · v (1) in Eq. (48), we would have the same number of equations as we have unknowns. As it is, the system is as yet unclosed. In the next section, we will extract additional information on ∇ ξ · v (1) from the next higher order horizontal momentum equation in the form of a solvability condition that may be interpreted as a vorticity transport equation,
First-Order Solvability/Vorticity Transport
where,
is the vorticity of the leading-order velocity field, and β is the meridional derivative of the Coriolis parameter as defined in Eq. (33). This completes the summary of the quasi-geostrophic model equations. Consider the scaled horizontal momentum balance from Eq. (35), which we had already written in terms of our new coordinates, (τ, ξ , z), at O ε 0 ,
Remark
Using the fact that ̺ 0 , ̺ 1 depend on z only, so that ∇ ξ ̺ 0 =∇ ξ ̺ 1 =0, and π (i) =p (i) /̺ 0 we rewrite the pressure gradient term as
Next we regroup Eq. (52) into first-order "geostrophic terms" on left-hand side and terms that distort the geostrophic balance, i.e., "ageostrophic terms", on the right,
,
We know that any gradient of a scalar is curl-free. In particular,
for any scalar function φ(ξ ) that is sufficiently smooth. By applying the operator k·(∇ ξ × [·]) to Eq. (54) we thus eliminate the terms involving π (2) and π (3) . The remaining terms become
Collecting, we find the vorticity transport equation,
as announced in Eq. (50).
Potential vorticity transport equation
In Eqs. (47)- (50) we have taken care to display the quasigeostrophic balance equations in a form that reveals their close connection to the mass, momentum, and potential temperature evolution equations. This may not be the most practicable description in many applications, and it hides the central role of potential vorticity in the quasi-geostrophic regime.
In fact, one can rewrite Eq. (58) as a transport equation for the QG-potential vorticity,
